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Graduation Day SALE

Watchei 30% OFF
- Slit.00 ~
20% OFFWith Thl« Ad.

Bulovo A Seiko
14 Kt. Gold Chains $18.00 Per, Gran,
Ladles Dio. SbI.
Ruby Ring • $69.00
Emerald Ring - $74.00
Diamond Earring - $19.50
All Other Iterns
WE BUY EVERYTHING Of VAUIt

• St. Petersburg • Clearwater • Tampa • Brandon • Largo • Palmetto • Taroon Sorinas
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A Nation At Risk...
Thanks Mr. Reagan
The Reagan Administratlon appointed a prestigious
national commission to look at the state of education
in the United States today. Ttys national group, bi-partisan
in nature, was called the National Commission on Excel
lence in Education. They took an T8-month look at the
problems and last week released their report p "A Nation
At Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform."
The report validated the opinions, that at various times,
were expressed by leadjng educators and parents. It points
out that American education has slipped and that we now
trail nations that we once led in educational achievement.
The most telling aspect of the report is the section that
talks about what we would do if a foreign power were in
volved in our rush toward educational mediocrity. To wit:
"If an unfriendly power had attempted to impose on
America, the mediocre educational performance that exists
today, we might well have viewed it as an act of war. As
it stands, we have allowed it to happen to ourselves. We
have even squandered the gains in student achievement
made in the wake of the Sputnik Challenge. Moreover, we
have dismantled the essential support systems which helped
make those gains possible. We have, in effect, been commit
ting an act of unthinking, unilateral educational disarma
ment."
This statement is almost a slap in Mr. Reagan's face.
While the decline in quality has been a long drawn out pro
cess, Reagan with his meat ax cuts has provided a great deal
of momentum. While Ronald Reagan has been railing
against unilateral military disarmament, he has been the
hand maiden of educational disarmament which in the long
run will contribute more to our decline as a world power
than any bomb or missile could ever do.
The report was very specific in terms of the role the
federal government should play in assisting states and locali
ties to revitalize the educational programs of the nation. It
said that the federal government should help meet the
needs of key student groups such as the gifted and talented,
tha s^Lio-economicaily disadvantaged, minority, and

ln addition the report urged that the federal government
deal with certain essential functions that can only be
handled effectively at the federal level. These functions
include "protecting constitutional and civil rights for students and school personnel; collecting data, statistics and
information about education generally; supporting curricu
lum improvement and research on teaching, learning and
the management of schools; and providing student financial
assistance and research and graduate training. All of the
above, should be done with a minimum of administrative
burden and intrusiveness."
It is interesting to note that the commission not only
chided Mr. Reagan for cutting student financial aid, it also
ignored the pet social action projects Mr. Reagan has pur
sued. Such as tuition tax credits, vouchers, school prayer
and busing.
The report has a great deal of substance and it does not
cite statistics or point fingers of blame. Rather it sounds
the alarm for America. We must shape up our education
or witness the waste of our natural resources (that is, our
youth) that will follow should we fail to give heed to the
clarion call for reform.

ST. PETERSBURG - Mrs. Annie R. Henderson (left) won first prize in the Mother of the Year

labelled the RAISE BILL. Senator Jack Gordon has been
trying to give life to educational reform for years. While
Rep. Doug (Tim) Jamerson and other Black legislators!

contest sponsored by the Merchants of Central Plaza Shopping Center. Mrs. Brenda Mims Martin
(center) was second-place winner and Mrs. Elda A. Mims (right) won third place. (Photo by W L
Jones)

are determined to change certain aspects of the RAISE
BILL because as written it will limit minority access and
stifle minority aspirations, they are generally supportive of
raising the standards of education throughout the state.

I

I
tions.like "Why can't a fourth grader read a map? When do 1
Parents are going to have to take a more active role in
the educating of their children. They've got to ask ques- 9

children learn to fell time? Count change? Do we still teach
handwriting? Why can't a given child read?" Parents must
ask questions and be certain that the answers given see
9
not fancy- This means they must he in the school as often?;
as possible.
At stake is the future of our children and our future as
a nationl______
■
_____ _____________
mnewiBi——^^MmnwiTuninuBinartimniwmrinminwerTfTiTm

fact,

language minority students and the handicapped.

Winners Of The Mother’s Day Contest

i

Here at home, our state legislators, apparently in anticipation of this report, have moved forward with what ill

Judge
Florida Can Legally Withold
Diplomas For Failing Literacy Test

Mother Of The Year Contest Winners
ST, PETERSBURG - An
other fantastically successful
Mother's Day contest con
ducted by the Merchants of
Central Plaza Shopping Cen, . ter;,.;,
write*!
moms from over 50 that were
nominated.
The three winners are:
Mrs. Annie R. Henderson,
mother of seven, 27 grands,
four great-grands. Mrs. Hen
derson is in nursing at Beverly

a

lteracy exam, a federal
eci e last week.
ac ’tridents, who have
al
t e test in disproportlonate numbers when compared with white students,
are likely to be the most
affected by the ruling.
’ State education officials
will begin issuing
Certrficates of Completion
to
students who fail both Parts I
and II of the exam instead of
diplomas unless a stay is
granted before Graduation
Day 1983.
Lawyers for the 11 Black
Hillsborough County students
ju ge

who challenged the constitutionahty of the diploma sanetion in 1977 went back to
court this week seeking that
stop order, lf the court
declines they'll file an appeal.
e tate NAACP says it
ts contmulng to support the
e orts o
ac students because rac.sm st,II exists, in
and out of public school
classrooms, and much of
what is being tested for is not
being taught
Last week, U.S. District
Judge George C. Carr decided
that public schools in Flork
da s 67 counties have provid• wd- all of their students with

while no two students can
have an identical academic
experience, their educational •
opportunities have, none-

theless, been equal in a
constitutional sense."
Dr. janjce Smith, an educational consultant in the
State-s testing offjce says an
estimated 1,500 seniors will
not receive diplomas this year
as a result of the ruling. That
estimate is a projection of
vvhat is likely to develop once
test results are compiled from
March exam given to
graduating seniors for the
fifth time. Those results
WOn't be known for about
two
she said.
Black students have not
done as well as white students

ST. PETERSBURG - More
than 2,000 CETA jobs will be
available this summer for
youth ranging in age from
14 to 21 who meet the
income and family size quali
fications.
The job program is being
administered' by the Florida
State Employment Office.
ln a recent Youth Leadership Workshop, Verta Pink
ney, CETA employment ser
vices director, gave a number
of tips to help students apply
for jobs.

jn pasjng

exam sjnce jt
was jnjtiated jn 1977. por
example, as of October T982,
3809 seniors taking the exam
for
time, failed it
About 5> percent Qr 1 91g
Were Black students. Black
^dem, comprise about T9
percent of this year's graduating
Thjrt
Smjth indicates
about
percent of the B|ack
dents taking the test have
passed it.
jhat hasn't always been
the case when the test was
gjven to TTth graders for the
fjrst time jn octo|jer 1977
36 percent of ai| stu{Jent;

the ltkelinooa ot Carr doing
so is slim without some new
and more compelling evidence than what was presented during the recent trial of
the case in Tampa.
"If he declines, we'll file
an appeal this week," Hanlon
aid.
The State NAACR has consistently opposed the test,
and the use of the diploma
sanction, from the outset
But Judge Carr has since
ruled that the test is valid
and not racially biased, as the
students and the NAACP had
contended. Moreover, the
judge has said the state has
produced enough evidence to
show that material on the test
is being taught in the vast

majority of public school
classrooms in Florida. And
not enough evidence exists
to show that racism in the
classroom sufficiently impairs
B|ack
tQ
pojnt
where they could not pass the
tests. Judge Carr decided
based on testimony in the
most recent trial,
Charles Cherry, president
of the NAACP State Conference of Branches, disagrees,
"The kids tell us that most
what is on the test is not
being taught in their classrooms, and that includes kids
who have passed the test,"
Cherry reports,

equal educational opportunistatewide failed the exam.
ties since schools were deUltimately, nearly twice as
segregated by court order in
many B)ack student fai|ed
Florida in T97T.
the exam at that point
Unlike the graduating class
Steve Hanlon, who with a
of T979, and those before it,teafn of federally-subsidized
Carr's opinion said that Black lawyers, has been handling
and white members of the the lawsuit for Black stuClass of 1983 "have had the dents this week asked Judge

Moreover, he adds, "We
know that racism is still
amply evident, both in the
classroom and once the kids
Braduate."
While he
expressed"disappointment" with Judge
Carr s decision. Cherry said
his organization still sees

same textbooks, curricula,
libraries and attendance requirements throughout their
public school years. Thus,

Promise in pursuing the legal
challenge through an appeal,
After all, he reasoned,
most of the organization's

Carr to stop the state from
withholding the diplomas.
gut state officials and
others close to the case say

OQAET. 'Tbtge 10

Mrs. Brenda Mims Martin,
mother of two, works for
Florida Power Corporation.
She commented: "Being a
mother is one of the most
valuable experiences a woman
can have. I enjoy my family."

Husband Nightie and daugh
ters Niyah and Deshae all
share in mom's excitement.
Mrs. Elda A. Mims, mother
of 21, is a minister for the
Church oV the Living God.
resident cli
St. Petersburg declined the
bottle of wine and theater
tickets, both being third place
prizes. She commented: "I
enjoy being a mother and I
enjoy the love of a large

The 52-year-dtd

Job Tips

by Roger K. Clendening

AMPA — Florida can
legally withhold diplomas
rom high school seniors who
ave not passed the function-

Manor Nursing Home. "There
is a lot of love in our family."
She added: "l've really had a
ball and I still do with my
kids. I'm so excited to have

Atlanta Life Insurance
Leading District
by Vandolyn Granville
TAMPA — Atlanta Lift
Insurance Company's Tamps
district office led the Tampr
branch to a number one rank
ing in the company's 14
state system.

Ron Ricks, district mana
ger, and John Williams, assist
ant district and sales manager,
were the instrumental duo
who proved effective and last
ing leadership covering Tam
pa, St. Petersburg, Clearwater,
Largo, Palmetto, Bradenton,
Sarasota and Ft Myers.
The success that Tampa's
branch office experienced
within the bay area has not
been easy to come by.
Throughout the year it took
continuous planning and con
ferences involving the mana
gers and the staff of hard
working agents who strove to
be champions.
Enjoying their long hours
working with the communi
ties, the managers "attribute
their noteworthy success to
□od first and then to their
igents and communities.''
A native of Tampa, Wil
iams, states, "I didn't realize

I could be so effective in the
community. I found that I
can do something that I've
always wanted to do—that is
to help someone."
Upon graduating from the
University of West Florida,
Williams was exposed to a
very scarce job market. Fol
lowing a brief introduction
from a friend and without
any previous insurance knowl
edge, he ventured into the
business. He states he never
imagined there would be such
a rewarding feeling connected
with the insurance business.
It appears the 32-year-old
manager is very sincere about
his position. At heart, he de
clares, "I feel I could help the
community more by telling
them the importance of insur
ance first."
Williams, a member of St
John
Progressive
Baptist

Church, believes in order to
be successful in life, you must
put God first
Mr. Wilson Robertson Jr,
who was the leading agent in
the State of Florida last year,
is the agency president

Some of those include:
* Dress
appropriately,
which includes no halter tops
and no shorts. Also, remem
ber not to overdress, depend
ing on the type of job you're
applying for.
* For ladies, apply make
up very lightly and avoid
chipped fingernail polish.
* Take along a fact sheet/
resume that can be used for
easy reference when you need
to cite your history of em
ployment
* Bring along your Social
Security card and make sure
you have a copy of your par
ents' Social Security number
especially if you're under 18.
* Be ready to list the
names and addresses of all the
schools you have attended,
what type of certificate or
diploma you received, in
addition to the three most
important jobs you've held.
* Keep the names, add
resses and telephone numbers
of three people who can be
used as references. That list
should not include anyone in
your family.
* Always read the instruc
tions first, on an application
before filling it out Take
note of whether it says you
must write in pencil or print
Anyone who would like
more information can stop by
the Florida State Employment
Service office at 3300 First
Avenue S or call 327-3600.

Weekend
Spectacular
Crowning Of
Miss Black
St. Petersburg
ST. PETERSBURG — The
annual Miss Black St Peters
burg Pageant is in the final
planning stages and this Sat
urday night. May T4, eager
eyes will feast upon the T9
beautiful contestants vying
for the title of Miss Black St.
Petersburg.
This social event has
grown throughout the years
and will be presented in
Bayfront
Center
Theater

family." Husband Willie Mims
Sr. supports Mrs. Mims fully
in her ministry.
Other winners are: Elois

Burney, Marlon Allen, Lizzie

Melts, Noel Dandridge, Mary
C. ftioori, !v<a/V i'itvCffTt
Laura Montague.

Support Your
Local Urban
League

which has a seating capacity
of 2,000 plus.
Mrs. Minnie Styles Killen,
then an active professional
model herself, organized the
pageant in T974 with ap
proximately eight contestants..
This year's audience will be
thrilled to watch the T9
contestants compete in the
areas of talent, poise and
spontaneity.
Purpose of the pageant is
to help young ladies in the
Black community display
their various talents.
To make this affair an
annual success, the general
public is invited to attend.
The Miss Black St. Peters
burg Pageant is a scholar
ship program and is held each
year to help some aspiring
young woman realize her
dream of bettering herself
educationally.
Join the team at 7:30 p.m.
in the theater May T4.

I Mitorial

Pag*?f

I Tony Re™*>»

Page 2 k

I Speaking To The People

Pagc 31
I AQilestion of Beauty——Page 181
This N That-—
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Page ill

gambling—
Tampa News

Page 61
Page 20,211

Sun Economy

...Page 181

Sports —............... .
Page 9
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Page24
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sighted in some respects,- but he certainly does not

awards will take place July 9,

suffer from that distortion.

T983 at the Hotel Continen-

Unless somebody with political savvy and viabi

Tony Brown’s
Comments

tal in Chicago, IL.

lity like DC Congressman Walter Fauntroy steps

Girls who are actively in

into the Democratic imbroglio and saves the situ

volved in school and commu

ation, a good opportunity will be lost. Fauntroy,

nity activity, have maintained

unlike some of the other seekers, actually has a

a

plan of action to go with his liberal philosophy,

desire to further their educa

But

who

Afro-Americans

about

what

are

tion beyond high school are

not

historical evidence

government of the first and last resort?

presentation

Continental four days July

6-9.

who are Black

Republicans and
agenda?

scured by the new Potomac Fever of contemporary

In

be Black-

learn to

stir up some

interest

For

in their

Democratic

to

assets

ing July 9, 1983 at the Hotel

Wednesday) after 9 p.m.

against Black independence, the Black Republicans

philosophically

rounded by '82 participants

Awards Pageant. They will be

in

independence.

Somehow they don't articulate what they believe;

It is really becoming an overblown issue. Instead

possibly due to the fact that they spend too much

of the Presidential ego-trip, we should keep in

time defending the Reagan Administration's poli

mind that we are discussing a "favorite" son or

daughter for the Black

Democrats to

cies or, in the case of some, being "conservative"

use as a

power lever against the racism in their party. That

The search is on for Miss

If Black Republicans were to follow the advice

roots to a more expansive

has now given

idea

that

I

gave

the

Black

Republican

Council of

strategy, partly because the Black Democrats are

Marion, IN last week in a speech, they would seize

split so badly over a candidate and even the very

the moment and run a Black for the Republican

idea itself.

nomination. And the candidate, to be most effect
to be the man

Young, considered

Andy

by

ive, should be an articulate, politically savvy, pa

some, wants nothing to do with the idea. He wants

triotic female who has her Afro-American act to

the best white man to win. And if it's his hand-

gether.

If

it

sounds

like

I'm describing

Gloria

Honors

USA.

Teen

Young

represent their community. A

chance to win a scholarship

(producers of the scholastic

to the college of her choice,

Talent

program.

Miss

Black

Teen

among

prizes

other

Open 6 Days A Week 9 AM - 8 PM
CIosed Sunday

to get involved. Businesses,
parents

CARPET SALE!!!

and

friends are asked to encour

3 Rooms
Up To 40 sq. Yards
$248.00 InstaIled

age a high school teenager

Toote, it's because I am.

to

and5 away from pothole repairing in Atlanta—and

The Black Democrats we hear from are mostly
liberal—and middle-class benefactors of affirmative

Black Teen USA Scholastic,
Honors and Awards Pageant

Carpet Jobbers

action and various middle class entitlement pro

presentation.

2743 Central Ave.

Bradley, another popular one with

Tom

Black

Democrats, wants to stay on the white side also.

participate

in

the

Miss

grams. The Black underclass is more fundamental,

Teenagers, 14-18, may be

"Jetstream Jesse," as Newsweek magazine call

God fearing and advocates of the work ethic. But

registered as “at-large" con

ed Democratic Presidential hopeful Jesse Jackson,

becuase of the class snobbery in the Black -Estab

testants

as reported by the magazine, has "set up an organi

lishment,

zation of preachers in 25 cities who would collect

denied spokepersons.

at least $5,000 each in small donations to help him

the

The Black

Black

reported as having told USA Today, a white paper,

talism and apparent underclass status. The major

for

321-0411
Open 10 AM—6 PM

directly

FREE HOME MEASURE

appeals to their fundamen

whites. A majority oppose busing; 98 percent want

Democratic

the

LIMITED TIME ONLY

I— — » — — a COUPON 1

police protection and mandatory sentencing than

pressed an interest, yes, I would make a run."
Jackson

j

ing economy;" Blacks are stronger advocates,of

self included," he added, "if enough people ex

in

5-10% OFF Entire Stock

ity of Afro-Americans-62 percent—want "a grow

DC Congressman, were "viable" candidates: "My

interest

enter

i

Republicans could galvanize these

sleeping giants with

But

and

548-28th St. So.

grassroots or underclass is

qualify for federal matching funds." Jackson is also

that Maynard Jackson and Walter Fauntroy, the

UAW NKNUIA

and

picked white man, he can go back to Washington—

Becortie H.N.I.C., and perhaps get dumped again.

Used And Reconditioned Furniture

USA Pageant) is asking you
organizations,

(except

Myrick Bros. Furniture OutIet

into the national pageant to

Foundation

Black
World

evenings

Continental in Chicago, IL.

Search Is On For Miss
Black Teen USA

whatever that means.

and

hostesses at the 1983 crown

depending

believers

660-

and

Scholastic,

are

call

(312)

of Miss Black Teenage USA

cer-coordinator (center) sur

Americans to live at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.

details

a.m.

Young, Tom Bradley and Carl Rowan, who preach

African-

direct

9367 mornings before 8:30

like Andy

ancestry who desire to become the first, or sixth

beliefs,

further

Chicago

addition

is re

Registration fee

quired.

Cassandra Taylor, produ

historical

chaper

Black community. The question, obviously, is can

be Afro-Americans, have served as Presidents of

your

and

alternative have created a power vacuum in the

this country. But that debatable statement is ob

on

evening

ones will stay at the Hotel

offer

to

Republicans

mien and women who are admittedly of African

and

gown.
Contestants

the Black community any

Democrats

men, qualified legally and by America's folklore to

the

following categories:
Verbal expression; artistic

the Black community and the inability of Black

indicates that five

to compete in

eligible

I am talking, of course, about Black Republicans-

Certain

have the

followers of busing, quotas, welfare programs and

The failure of the liberal carpetbaggers to reward

Can Black Republicans Pull Off
Presidential Race?

C average and

the basics taught in schools and 96 percent believe

nomination has been mixed, even negative from

in school discipline. That is certainly an agenda.

some of his supporters, like columnist Carl Rowan.

But,

In an article entitled "Blacks Don't Need a Black

in

one

respect.

Black

Republicans and

Black Democrats are closer to party affiliation than

Candidate" in the Washington Post, Rowan wrote:

to the real source of their power: the Black masses.

"There is no reason to believe that Congress, the

white power structure, will pay more heed to the

TONY BROWN'S JOURNAL TV series can be

advice of Jackson the Presidential candidate than

seen on public television Sunday on channel 3 at

thy have to Jackson the civil rights leader." The

7 p.m. Please consult listings.

integrationist added: "As a political candidate, he

would be of minimal, even negative;consequences."
Rowan fearsthat all 6T this talk about Blacks, /
sharing'power would hurt\he "liberal" white who l

"already in his heart supports the Black agenda.",

.

If Chicago Can Dolt.

Rowan wants blacks to stay put and "show their

in

muscle

So Can St. Pete

mainstream politics in 1984."

This is the same case for maintaining the racist-

political status quo of Blacks in the Democratic

that

Party

Black

entrenched

the

mainstream

Democrats

now

You Must Register
In Order TO VOte

conservative-

foster.

Obviously,

Blacks are doing so well in the "mainstream" that
we

protect our carpetbagger

should

degrades

Rowan

liberals to

IMPAC Inc.

J

maintain it.

the aspiration

for

political

Meets on each 4th Sunday
At
8 PM
Faith Hall .
1802 18th Ave. So.
Donald L. Wheat, President

equality with .whites as "formless rhetoric about
'Black power'." This philosophy is utilized to keep
Blacks in a state of confusion and afraid to seek
power for themselves. Jesse Jackson may be short

Youth
Leadership
Workshop

MAMA’S
FRIED CHICKEN

ST. PETERSBURG - By
the time the Youth Leader-

ship Workshop held last Sat
urday was over, 60 students

had learned how to fill out a

job application, how to cope
with peer pressures and how

to combine all this with a

hand-clapping good time.
At

the same time in a

separate

small

a

session,

group

of

parents

more

about

the

learned

intricacies

811 - 9th Street S-

LET US CATER
YOU PARTY 0R
CHURCH ACTIVITY

Try our chicken and you won'tlIke ya mama's!
Hot ’n ’ Spicey C-hicken And M u I let Sandwiches
Are Our Specialties

CHECK US OUT!!!
MAMA’S FRIED CHICKEN

Beat the heat
in cool summer
plaids.

One FREE Coke With $1.00
Or More Purchase.
Offer Expires June 14, 1983

of the Pinellas County School

System and what to expect

for their child.
The two workshops held

Saturday

May

Mon.-Thrus. 11:00 AM to 10:00 PM
Weekends 11:00 AM to 2:00 PM Sunday 11:00 AM -10:00

7 at Bethel

Pointed collar, Reg. $14 Sale 9.99

were part of a two-pronged

Mandarin collar, Reg. $12 Sale 9.99

effort by the St. Petersburg

20% off all
Maternitywear.

coupon

Chapter -of Delta

Alumnae

Sigma Theta Sorority aimed
at reaching both students and
their parents.
During the youth segment,

poet

and

historian

James

LEAGUE of TlllifV
THRIFT STORE

Tokley urged the students to

take

their

education

into

up to them to make learning

When

Tokley

|50‘
asked the

students how many of them
had ever been called "dumb"
or “stupid," about a third
of the captive audience raised

their hands.
With that, the poet advised

them that "the next teacher

BARGAIN
EVERY DAY

soon as you can and then go

CONT. PAGE 12

sporty separates.

In fabrics like poly/cotton that make

the waiting carefree. For sizes 6 to 18 and S, M, L.

Reg.

.'.............$17'

Plaid shirt ....

Knit tee shirt .
......$ 7
Adjust-a-waistR pant............ ... ................ $29

!.DO OFF NEXT PURCHASE OF
$6.00 OR MORE

coupon

13.60

5.60

23.20

JCPenney

S,™’iT‘!3°

Expires Ma, 19,

Sale

Sale prices effective thru' Saturday; May 14;

ONE TO A CUSTOMER

that calls you dumb or stupid,
you ask for a definition and
then you excuse yourself as

Ladies-in-waiting can expect a royal selection of

maternity wear at.JCPenney. Go from elegant dress-ups to

1090 Central Ave.

their own hands because it's
challenging.

poly/cotton. So they machine.wasb and dry in a flashf
Assorted colors for misses' and junior sizes.

Baptist Church

Community

Reg. $12 and $14. Easy-on plaids are top choices for the
season. Wonderfully wearable. In crisp cotton or

St. Petersburg

TYRONE SQUARE

Pinellas Park

Clearwater

PINELLAS SQUARE

Clearwater

COUNTRYSIDE MALL

Tampa

Tampa

EASTLAKE SQUARE

UNIVERSITY SQUARE

SUNSHINE MALL
Tampa

WEST SHORE PLAZA
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students 9-12.

Surely these changes won't be taking place in my

Tlie Weekly Challenger
Published By
Cleveland Johnson

* Effective July 1,1985, no student in grades 9-

it highly probable that within the next five years

12 shall be eligible to participate in interscholastic
activities during any semester in which his/her

our society will be a completely computer-based

capitol
Action

Cynthia Armstrong - Office Manager

lifetime.*' The advances in science and math make

perfect example of this educational reparation.
Highlights of the bill in its current form are as

Raise Bill Passes Senate

follows:
11 Graduating

there

Southeast Black Publishers
Association, Inc.

Beginning with the 1985-86 school year, 23 credits

grade.
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change.

"High Tech" has become the new buzz phrase in
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Dear Editor:
St Petersburg Economic
Development Coporation can
not be successful without
economic education, and it
must not fail.
For four years I was given
the privilege to design and
engineer a socio-economic
program of assistance geared
to developing viable minorityowned businesses, most of
which were Black-owned, in
the City of St. Petersburg.
The community witnessed
tremendous success resulting
from the delivery of this ser
vice which was a combination
of practical economic educa
tion and affordable financial
aid being packaged as one
product
History has proven that
money in and of itself cannot
solve
the
socio-economic
problems found within poor
predominantly Black commu
nities of America. The Small
Business Administration ex
perienced a 49% loan default
ratio to Black-owned busines
ses during the 60s and 70s.
I feel this was primarily due
to the lack of an economic
education element being link
ed to its loan program.

Economic education is the
key to freedom for the poor.
Mastering sound management
and fiscal practices are the
greatest challenges Blacks
have as business owners. Al
though sound managerial and
fiscal practices are essential to
all business persons, large per
centages of Blacks have not
had sufficient exposure in the
actual world of business to be
accustomed with the econom
ic savvy necessary to support
good
business
decisions.
Therefore, economic educa
tion is a must for Blackowned business growth.
For reasons never explain
ed, SPEDCO's board of dir
ectors decided not to retain
my services as executive
director in September'T982.
The Department of Labor
ruled that the board of
SPEDCO was not justified in
its actions against me as staff
administrator.
SPEDCO
defied the Department of
Labor by not seeking conti
nuous administrative funding.
Today, a clerical staff person
is in charge of day-to-day
operations. The economic
educational
assistance
to
existing loan recipients has
been abandoned and the or-

credits required

24

(B) The student will be retained for one year.

in

(C) The student shall be referred to excep-

if it appears that he

requires the services of exceptional student edu
cation.

t Remedial Programs; Compensatory Programs

The above information gives only a few high-

{More than one half credits for exploratory

education in Florida. Today, however, rapid tech

student education

tionai

graduation purposes for the following courses:

lights of this controversial bill which comprises

vocational courses.

over 90 pages.

nological advances demand an educational system

More than three credits in practical arts and

that better prepares students for the challenges of

home economic courses.
[Any secondary level job-prep vocational pro

The controversy surrounding the RAISE Bill has
not prevented it from clearing many Senate hurdles.

The bill is sponsored by Senate President Curtis

recognizes that we are rapidly moving from an agri

gram whose completers have an average success
ful placement rate of less than 50% during the

business, industrial-based society to an information

priof three years.

signed on as co-sponsors of the bill. The bill passed

based society. For example, there are few job cate

^Effective July 1, 1985, the school year for
grades 9-12 shall consist of one of the following

with ease out of the Senate Education Full Com-

gories known to man that haven't been improved

by the advent of the computer. In future, all job

minimums:

mittee. Numerous amendments had been offered

Peterson. The remaining 39 members of the Senate

mittee as well as the Senate Appropriations Com
regarding cost and the total impact of the legisla-

210 days of instruction with no less than six

tion (i.e., longer school year, longer school day,

periods per day;

is a valuable commodity; to be

revision of funding formula). Cost of implemen-,

180 days of instruction with no less than

viduals having access to information will in fact,

sever*periods per day;
Total hours of instruction time shall be no

ting such a program upon becoming law had been

have a means to a livelihood. Math, science and

less than 1,050 hours;

Senate with all members voting in support of the

ganization serves only in the
capacity of collection of out
standing loans. New loan ap
plications are not being enter
tained.
Further, the City of St.
Petersburg
has
granted
SPEDCO the authority to
create a new firm entitled the
St Petersburg Certified De
velopment Corporation which
will provide financial aid to
firms doing business in down
town St. Petersburg. Compar
atively, SPEDCO's loans for
minorities
cannot exceed
$20,000. However, the downtown loans can be granted as
high as $250,000 or more.
Since the two lending organi
zations consist of the same
persons as board of directors, '
I do not believe that the
■
needs of Black and minorityowned firms can receive
adequate
attention
while
competing with the business
needs of downtown St Pete.
The community can wit
ness that many of the SPED
CO loan recipients are now
weakening to the point of
failure. I would challenge
anyone who would declare
SPEDCO clients failure as an
inevitable fate because of race
or business skills. I consider
myself an expert in the field
of minority economic devel
opment and my 12 years of
experience has provided me
with insight and "know-how"
to achieve success in this area
of work. In 1981, SPEDCO
was declared number one in
achievement when compared
with similar organizations
statewide.
Being able to serve the
community in which I was
reared was not just a job to
me, but rather a calling from
God. Because of this personal
commitment, I now refuse to
see this essential service be
eliminated from my commu
nity. I firmly believe there is
not a single person near or far
that can do the work of mi
nority economic development
in this city as well as I can.
SPEDCO, regardless of its
political prestige, should not
have the authority to sup
press or restrict efforts of

CONT. PAGE 10

Dear Editor:
We're glad she's back.
We missed her fine pen.
Like a heart without a
body.
Like
sun, ,

a

day

without a

She
writes on many
features.
Rich and poor.
Old and young.
Famous and unknown.
Her worthy pen
Clothes her words
In rich eloquence
And makes our day worth
while.
Ruth Paradiso
Largo, FL

shall

estimated to be $70 million. The bill passed the
legislation.

rules

adopt
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defining required full-time school attendance for
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............. .....................i. 27.99
72x84 , reg. $58 ............. ........................... 49.99
96x84”, reg. $76 ....................... .......... .... 59.99

Patio panel, reg. $84 ............................... 69.99
Saki woven linen-look polyester/cotton draperies
are separately lined for extra energy savings. An
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Rosette Spreads

Curtain Sale
A dramatic pink and rose floral-on-white
pattern. Diamond quilted throw style
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reg.$19.50............... 14.99
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Fu|k re9 $75

....................................... 39.99

9ueen> re§.??5 ............................................. ?? ??
^9' re9 ®.......................................
Sham,reg.$18.................... .......................... 12.99

Throw Pillows

20-*off

Our entire stock of sofa, throw and floor pillows
\'s now on sale at a 20% reduction.

•

Standardcases.pu reg. $t4„
..., ■ 12.99
King cases, pr„ reg. $16 ................... .......... 14.99

I

Oriental floral print bordered with bouquet panels.
Throw styling in polyester/cotton quilled to 100%
polyester fiberfill.

J*1-” x
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Satin Sheets & Cases

.

Lanchow Bedspreads
A

I Mgfo""

' NR ’

Sleep on luxurious Softron Vtl satin sheets. No
static, no cling... machine wash and dry.

on saie. Selection includes dotted swiss, cape cod

g

®

96x84". reg. $50 ............................................. 39.99
Insulated toam-back draperies of machine washable polyester/cotton.

Full,reg.$20
............................ 16.99
Queen, reg. $24 ............................................. 19-99
King, reg. $30 ................................................. 24.99

'or everyone ... now that our entire
stock of kitchen, decorative and novelty curtains is

O
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48x45". Reg. $16

96x63", reg. $42 ............................................. 32.99
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About Frances Pinckney

boards

school

District

the future. Some might ask, "Why the urgency?

so readily told him. But

and

required

* No students shall be given course credit for

computer technology are the tenets for the jobs of

person; we start talking

be

1956-87.

literacy were the priority issues for

Information

and from this conversa

for each

(A) The student has met the minimum per

bought, sold and traded like precious metals. Indi

the personal business you

provided

formance standards and is promoted to the next

to this computer-based technology.

Many times we meet a

are three alternatives

student.

minimum of 22 credits are required for graduation.

classifications will be directly or indirectly related

A Friend Is Very
Hard To Find

substantially

changed. Beginning with the 1984-85 school year a

These challenges are better understood if one

W. F. Alien

are

Education is the most important issue before the

the future.

Speaking
To The
People

requirements

visions in F.S. 229.565. At the end of these grades,

state legislature this session. As such, there are
many crucial decisioiis facing lawmakers dealing

years ago, teaching basic skills and demonstrating

home. We have our new

* No student shall be promoted from the 3rd,

5th or 8th grade until they have mastered the pro-

toward math, science and computer literacy. A few

MEMBER

friend

ship waiver given by the superintendent.

transgressions. The RAISE Bill or SB:357 is the

academic circles. The implication for all is a trend

We

eligible to take the exam or have received a hard-

ned the flames for legislative efforts to right past

THE BLACK PRESS believe* that America can best lead
the world from racial and national antagonism when it accord*
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human
and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man.. .the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all men
are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

friend.

* GED requirements are changed to require a
student be at least 19 years old before they are

reports have cited causes for the educational
decline in this country. Report findings have fan

by Rep. Doug (Tim)
Jamerson

C813) 896-2922

personal

Florida High School Activities Association.

lative responsibility in addressing the educational

concerns of this state. Numerous state and national

Office At: 2500 9th St. S.
St. Petersburg
FL 33705

that

Violations of this provision will be reported to the

This brings us full circle and back to the legis

Cal Adam* - Sports Editor

and

grade point average is below 2.0 on a 4.0 scale. ;

society.

t

j
■
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Switch TO Albertsons

DOUBLE

Albertsons
DOUBLE COUPON OFFER EXCLUDES
RETAILER OR FREE COUPONS. CIGARETTE
OR TOBACCO COUPONS. OR REFUND
L CERTIFICATES. COUPON VALUE CANNOT
\ EXCEED THE VALUE OF THE ITEM. /
limit bights reserved.
OFFER GOOD FOR A LIMITED/
TIME ONLY.

7

X

J

Bel monte.

DEL MONTE
e^WHOLE KERNEL OR
fnooCREAM STYLE CORN,
KSPINACH, PEAS, CUT OR
^SLICED GREEN BEANS

Del TTlont;
He1 IHonte

17OUNCEOR
5 OUNCE CANS

FAMILY PAK

NATURALLY AGED
'FOR TENDERNESS

NOT LESS THAN
70% LEAN

5 POUNDS
OR MORE

U.S. INSPECTED
AVG. 41/2 TO 5 LBS,
ROCKY RIVER

DEL MONTE
ASSORTED

SAVE

ALBERTSONS SUPREME
^’SHOULDER ROAST OR

CANNED
FRUIT
is oz. e q<
CAN WO

YOUNG
DUCKLING '

CANS
FOR

broccoli

glCHUCK
KROAST

Kf SERVE WITH BLACK
23k
WILD RICE

X’ FOR TENDERNESS

Afresh

iPAPER
■TOWELS

2OZ.
BOX

a naturally aged

ALBERTSONS
SUPREME
7-BONE

BLACK
WILD RICE

LARGE
ROLL

’ALBERTSONS SUPREME
BLADE CUT

k LARGE BUNCHES |

BOUNTY

ROAST OR
STEAK

4I QQ
BUNCH

Switch To Albertsons

Switch To Albertsons

Switch to Albertsons

For pUality Foods I For Fresh produce I For The Best Meat
BREAKFAST TREAT, VINE RIPENED

ALBERTSON’S

.....

BLEACH

GAL
. JUG

DANNON PLAIN OR FLAVORED

yogurT

69

»88*

EASY TO PEEL, NATURAL SNACK

^44c

NAVEL GRANGES ^89c

:ig232

lb69*

CASCADE AUTOMATIC DISH

DETERGENT

CANTALOUPES

GENERIC

89*

PAPER PLATES
GENERIC

TENDER, EASY TO SNAP, FARM FRESH

GREEN BEANS

TENDER YOUNG SPEARS, WESTERN GROWN

ASPARAGUS

«149

FARM FRESH, FLORIDA GROWN

BLACK PEPPER.... ts 109

orCyCellowSQUASH... .39*

ALBERTSONS CORN OIL

FIRST OF SEASON, SWEET VIDALIA

MARGARINE

YELLOW ONIONS .89*

JANET LEE ASSORTED

LIGHT GREEN, MILD, FULL OF FLAVOR, NAPPA

PINEAPPLE

CABBAGE.69*

UPTON NUTRA-SWEET

WESTERN GROWN, LARGE, SWEET BERRIES

ICED TEA MIX

,’SS 289

STRAWBERRIES

^99*

HORMEL CUREBt, AVG. WT, 3 1/2 TO 4 LBS.

HAM.... ...............

.LB.

J

99

LYKES OLD FASHIONED

SLICED BACON

oil38

JANET LEE ALL MEAT OR ALL BEEF

SLICED BOLOGNA £*l39
LYKES ALL MEAT OR ALL BEEF

d”

FRANKS

GENERIC INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED SINGLES, SLICED

CHEESE FOOD

£89*

EXCELLENT TO FRY, BAKE OR BROIL

SNAPPER

>58

FILLETS

LB.

TAMBELLINI ITALIAN SAUSAGE

SANDWICH STEAKS
BUY ONE 14-OUNCE PKG. AT 3.39,
GET A 2ND 14 OUNCE PKG..........

YOUNG & TENDER, ADD ZEST TO SOUPS OR SALADS

Switch to Albertsons

For Frozen FoodS

CARROTS

LIMIT RIGHTS RESERVED.

Switch to Albertsons

ICE CREAM

For Deli FreShneSS

SAVE

sin
1/2 GAL CARTON

CIRCLE “R” BRAND

9S

ROAST BEEF
MEDIUM RARE

» 98c

EGGO BLUEBERRY OR APPLE CINNAMON

.....’^88*

WAFFLES

pizza... ..

........

MILD COLBY LONGHORN OR CREAMY BABY SWISS

CHEESE... ....... ........ s79*

RICH’S

COFFEE RICH

»39*

DOVER FARMS WHIPPED

TOPPING

BUSCH
SUITCASE
... PKG.

8OZ.
CONT

99

24-2Oz6"

/ . A CANADA DRY GINGER ALE OR CLUB SODA,
HIRES ROOT BEER OR ORANGE CRUSH

SOFT
DRINKS

“PLAIN OR ASSORTED SEEDS”

JANET LEE

ASSORTED FLAVORS

CHEF SALUTO ASSORTED

2 ££s89*

28 OZ.
BOTTLES
PLUS DEPOSIT

FRENCH
BREAD

♦59*

“MOIST COOKIE TREAT”

^COOKIES
“BAKED RIGHT IN THE STORE”
HAMBURGER
OR HOT DOG

sssstbuns.,.... ?s79*

RUSSER LIL’ SALT, 97% FAT FREE, COOKED OR SMOKED

“NATURAL AND WHOLESOME”

HAM........

BRAN MUFFINS

..... ..£89 A

OLD WORLD CREAMERY, LOW FAT-LOW SODIUM
CHEDDAR OR
1/4
PROVOLONE
LB.

89*
DELI FRESH POTATO SALAD
BUY 1 LB. OF HAM SALAD OR 1 LB.
PIMENTO CHEESE SPREAD AT 2.98
GET1 LB. OF DELI FRESH POTATO SALAD

19

“DELICIOUS NEW FLAVOR”

„239

KEY LIME PIE
CHABLIS BLANC, RHINE, VIN ROSE, HEARTY
BURGUNDY, RED ROSE, PINK CHABLIS

PRICES GOOD WEDNESDAY, MAY 11, THROUGH
TUESDAY, MAY 17,1983.

CHEF BOY-AR-DEE
SPAGHETTI WITH MEATBALLS, BEEFARONI,
16
’Shh'!‘^]it.-J LASAGNA, CHILI-MAC OUNCE
OR CANNELONL.
CAN

88*

ONE
..DOZEN’

T9*

GALLO WINE
KLEENEX PRODUCTS
FACIAL TISSUE,........................28OCT. 1.19

FACIAL TISSUE...........
DINNER NAPKINS..

125CT 03^

................... 5OCT.76*
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For

The
We make shopping the way

*

it should be! We fill every

department with special values
every day - without skimping on

quality. So for quality and
savings, switch to Albertsons!

Carefree

nom<

PANTY SHIELDS

stick
SUKRORY

Thin-flexible
Comfortable everyday freshness

wvJ
rxos

AWTI-PH8PKANT
deodorant

Oeodoronl

wMtWItfl

u

BIC2PACK

DEXATRIM

IwftEFlSPEEDsilClC

LIGHTER
J" ANTI
PERSPIRANT SHAVER

YOUR CHOICE, REGULAR 28,
EXTRA STRENGTH 20,
CAFFEINE FREE 20 OR
PLUS VITAMINS 16 COUNT

OR

SAVE

8 PACK

YOUR
CHOICE

SAVE

T.12
30 COUNT

RADIATOR SPECIALTIES
DOT3

SPECTRICIDE PROFESSIONAL

home PEST

BRAKE FLUID
SUPER HEAVY OUT*

*0rim
WiSDBGON
Weed Killer

J

CONTROL XP

12FL.OZ.

AND PEST CONTROL
PRODUCTS
SALE PRICE..

proles*'®***1
homepe^
control

LESS REBATE
FROM ORTHO

-i

YOUR FINAL
COST...............

D'i '’''ll 111

SNAP RESCUE

\

EMERGENCY
FUEL

THERMOS

ORTHO

SUNPACKER

-SIXPACKER
1 GALLON
Liquid Fence &
Grass Edger

#7713
^7714

PHOTO SPECIAL

AQUACHEM

MAXI-TABS
CHLORINATING TABLETS
71/2 LB. #5427

color

~

REPRINT
ENLARGE-1La
MENTS JW5

Each of these advertised
■items is required to be readily
availablefor sale at or below
the advertised price in each
Albertson's- store, except as
specifically noted in this ad.

Chorine
.Cartridge

-5-7713
#7714

5X7 ONLY 99e
8X10 ONLY 1.99
NOT AVAILABLE FROM 110 SLIDES
8X10 NOT AVAILABLE FROM DISC FILM

We^sirive to have on hand
sufficient stock of advertised
merchandise. If for any rea
son we are out of stock, a
RAIN CHECK will be issued
enabling you to buy the item
at the advertised price as
soon as it becomes available.

PHARMACY

COSMETIC DEPARTMENT

Warning.- The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

super
nails
Natural
Wor»der

GENERIC BRAND

BY THE CARTON

POLY-VITAMIN
FLOURLDE
4

CHLORINE
CARTRIDGE
4 POUNDS

MAKE YOUR GOOD [Li

TIMES BIGGER
—
FROM YOUR FAVORITE COLOR
NEGATIVES OR SLIDES

AQUA—CH EM

’J

^Natural
Wonder

REVLON
SUPER NAILS

d?PRINCE MATCHABELLI

ANY REVLON

NATURAL
WONDER

NAIL
POLISH

POWDER
PENCILS

... W
COUMADIN
4/1
SMS. 100 COUNT................ IW

AZIZA

100COUNT....

MATERNA i.eo 49
100COUNT........................... ■ *
-PRESCRIPTION REQUIRED,

EACH

EACH

PRICES EFFECTIVE WED., MAY 11 THRU TUES., MAY 17,1983. LIMIT RIGHTS RESERVED

37004th St.N.

3030 54th Ave. S.
3900 «6th St.N.

7880 113th St. N., Seminole
2170 Gulf To Bay Blvd., Clearwater
S770 West Bay Dr., Bellr. Bluffs

2545 ISHwy. 19 N., Clearwater

4701 Park B Ivd. N., PP
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AMI ROSE BOUTIQUE

TOTS, ADULTS BIRTHDAY PARTY

At 1901 49th Street S in Gulfport, Ami Brinkly

Rambling With
Charles Howard

-as

opened her boutique with a large selection of top

noon, 4 p.m. at the home of Mabel Blossom for

quality fashions and merchandise for the entire

her

family: clothes, shoes, antiques, jewelry and crafts.

they re

894-8851
Yesterday has gone, forget it

mings for her and her little friends. This party

9 p.m. and all day Saturday. Ami says, "Come,

ended at 6 p.m. The home was put back in order

around. It's closer than the mall." It is

for an adult party at 9 p.m. This was a Pisces

called Gateway Mini Mall. How about that, next

party

door is Charles Payne's Seafood and Produce Mar

Danials,

fresh produce to stock up on good buys. Stick
firmly to your menus unless you can substitute a

cheaper similar food. Other expenses will include
meeting

local

regulations and obtaining a

food

license, a freezer if you do not have one, aluminum
form trays, colorful printed labels, and cooking
and freezing costs. Take orders from grocery stores

and supermarkets.
Birthday Service: This idea has proven profit

without going through the expense and difficulty
of trying to mail one. Obtain names and addresses

from the yearbook editor or the dean of students'

are

9

a.m.

to

7 p.m.

Monday

least one week prior to the birthdate. Your next
job then is to bake a cake and deliver it to the stu

dent on his/her birthday. An additional business
might be to contract to supply the students period
ically

with

fresh

homebaked

goodies

such

as

brownies, sweet rolls, cookies, etc. If you don't

Bernise

McGhee

and

open.
Hailing from Tampa was Beauty's sister Martha
Dickens. One of the decorators was Ginen Wash

ington. Catering the food were. Wallace and Estella

Moore,

Mary

more people than

Linda McGhee.

I

proprietors

Stella

of

Baby

Restaurant

where friends meet to eat. They feature fine food
and catering at 3078 18th Avenue S. The guest list

was too numerous to mention. Last but not least,
is

Bobby

Branton who was the security guard,

sponsor and birthday person.

lovely occasion. There was plenty of food, drinks

partying,

by

days. There were wall to wall people and the bar

paring entrees and all types of soul food for this

and

was spinned

which seems to be the latest popular music these

would even

Best wishes for a speedy recovery are expressed

attempt to mention. Whist was played to the end.
The disco was spinned by John Blossom (Butch),

for my brother Albert Howard, a patient at Bay-

A surprise birthday was given for Michael Battle

Mabel's son. The sounds were out of sight. Some

front Medical Center who's in intensive care.

at the Johnnie Robinson's Recording Studio on

oldies but goodies. This was one enjoyed party that

5th Avenue S by his lovely wife Treasea on May 6.

lasted until the wee hours of the morning at this

is the recording engineer at his uncle's

Michael

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Today, 5/12: W.J. Glover Jr, Christine Brinson,

Preston Street home. Happy birthday all of you

studio. Those who attended were the persons affi

and to the mothers,

liated with the studio and other artists connected

Mother's Day.

I

and mother Mary Drayton.
5/4 through 5/18: Nikista Brown, Evelyn Salter,

hope you had a joyous

with recording. The food was prepared by Audrey

Lillie Bryant, Gracie Persha, Gregory J. Roberson

Smith, Earnestine Battle, mother of the suprhee,

Jr, George McGarrah,

BEAUTY AND NASTY

and Louiese Battle, aunt. It was a beautiful affair

Recently on Saturday night at the Carvon Club

with wall to wall people. Michael is also employed

on 4th Street S, Gladys Cooper (Black Beauty) and

by GTE. He is the son of Charles and Earnestine

Avery (Nasty) Samuel enjoyed their birthday with

Here's

Battle.

many more happy birthdays,

to

discrimination half a block from home.
Until next week ... Jump to it!

open Daily 9-9

Sale Ends

ST. PETERSBURG - The

Eric

It is often easier to become outraged by injus

of everyone's choice. The barmaid on hand was

biracial St. Petersburg Com

Dinkins and

tice half a world away, than by oppression and

birthday, bit. Huge cake, food galore, and drinks

Job/career
Planning
Workshop

Evelyn

Williams.

a swinging party at the club. There was the whole

Michael!

office and write to each parent. Enclose an order
blank and specify that orders should be sent at

Haynes,

quaintances spent the entire day cooking and pre-

hours

able on many university campuses because parents
enjoy treating their children to a birthday cake,

Maggie

disco

is Entertainment! When you're ready for the best.

Shirley

stamps are accepted.

Food

family.

BATTLE PARTY

A dietician

saler and pay strict attention to seasonal prices on

Young,

Blossom,

Sheffield,

ing low-calorie salt-free food? Consult a profession

lent. Buy food supplies in quantity from a whole

James

Mabel

The birthday mother with other friends and ac-

not prepare frozen TV dinners for dieters, featur

who works with a nursing home would be excel

mother

in smoked fish, live and cooked crabs, shrimp and

I'll be seeing you there.

boring and difficult to prepare tasty meals. Why

for the

ket by the name of Citizens. Charles specializes

through Saturday and 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Sunday.

other person limited to a special diet, it is often

al dietician for several basic menus.

days.

partment, her hours are limited between 5:30 to

Charles'

Diet Dinners: For a semi-invalid, diabetic or any

seven

The

The music was the latest sounds including reggae,

turned five on Saturday May 7. Shaugin was the

was a beautiful birthday cake with all the trim

open

McClain.

Sweetman, representative for Force II. Their motto

Brown who

recipient of lovely gifts and quiet money. There

all the fish

More Unique Ways To Make Money

Shaugin

daughter

works at her secretary position at the Health De

browse

Today is here, use it.
Tomorrow may not come
So don’t wait on it

five-year-old

Because Aini

Yes,

Katherine

A birthday party was held last Saturday after-

Sunday 12-6

Saturday

munity Alliance will take a

The Saving Place*

different approach to assist
ing the unemployed and the

underemployed

consec

on

utive Saturdays May 7 and 14

it

when

Job/

a

sponsors

Career Planning Workshop at

like to bake, hire someone who does. You can

St.

charge a fee about double the cost charged by a

Technical Institute.

bakery since you are providing delivery service as

Petersburg
Departing

Vocational

from

the job

SPRUNG SALE

fairs it sponsored in three of

well.

Any number of interesting events have taken

the last four years, the
Alliance’ through its Employ-

place in our fair Sunshine City over the weekend.

ment Committee, has design

And it is with delight we share them with you.

First things first. Here's hoping that all of you

lucky and lovely mothers had an enjoyable Mother's
Day.

A

ed this two-day workshop to
enable those seeking employ
ment to improve their job

3?
n”0

seeking skills by giving them
opportu nity to com mu nicate

Lakewood

EXP

aSSl

with employers.

RETIREERETURNS HOME

"The job fairs were very

Eugene Edwards who made his home in Wash

successful,"

explains

Carla

ington, DC for umpteen years, has finally decided

Jones, who chairs the Em

to return to Florida soil after retiring from the

ployment

George Washington University where he was direc

they demonstrated a need for

tor of transportation for 15 years. Gene (Grease

more preparation and knowl

Monkey) as we all know him/would like to get
into the Pinellas County school system. He is now

spending his leisure time with his parents Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Edwards Sr. of 22nd Avenue S, friends
and acquaintances. Gene frequents the Bandits

Committee,

fig

"but

/

edge on the part of a number

of the applicants. According
ly, our committee agreed on
an approach we think will be.

more helpful to those seeking

jobs and to employers."

football games where his brother Glen (Pine) Ed

The workshop is open to

wards plays defensive back for the Bandits team.

the unemployed and the un

After leaving DC, Gene lived in San Diego with his

deremployed free of charge.

brother. While there, he was employed as office

However, the second session.

clerk for Cooper and Lybrand, a CPA firm. He

May 14, is open only to those

decided he needed his feet back in Florida sand.

who attend the May 7 session.

$2.57

$19.88

Focal Print Film

Breeze BOX Fan

Roll of color 135 - 36 film.

FocaI T10 - 20

-.............

$1-00

20" 3-Speeds with high impact
plastic bIades and safety guards.

$15.88
Oscillating Fan
Whisper - quiet operation, push-button |

control.

Both sessions are scheduled

Welcome home. Gene.

from 8:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. On
May

7

participants

should

arrive between 8:30 and 9:30

, rAGuT

a.m.

Support Your Local
Urban League

Pillsbury
Plusd^
Cake Mix

At the initial session, parti
cipants will be given informa
tional materials, and oriented
as to the purpose and content

of the workshop and then

Pudding
in the mix

<^ro'rrrrrrrrrrrrr££/2jl

rr

- i

OWlCN
. ........

raqu;

Du

CONT. PACE 13

dKINS J€W€L6R INC
Original Custom Designing
Setting & Remounting

Piiisbury Mixes

Gold Nails Pierce Ears
Appraisals & Fine Jewelry

8 oz. Jar of reg. or chucky sauce.

Conies in your favorite mixes.

Superman Peanut Butter
18 oz. Creamy or crunchy.

Pizza Crust.................................. .. $1.44

REPAIR SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT
CHARLIE AKINS MANUFACTURING
JEWELER

/

$1.99

Pizza Quick Sauce

4KIT1S J6UI€L€R INC
2529 34 Street So.
St. Petersburg Fla
.......

CLEANSER

33712
.327-2877

free ear piercing*

97tol.27
Haines Socks

$7.97
TabIe TOp GriII
18" Steel bowi removabIe legs and

wire grid.

$1.75
AJAX CIeaner
28 oz. aII purpose cIeaner.

Three different styies to choose from

With Purchase Of Earrings

A

i.

2900 34th

3951 34th
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Burdines

BIG MAYSALE

SUM
CLOT
AND OOpl GEAR
WQME
Owasi
SAtE 59.99To 89.99.
(SAVE 3O%-5O^B .

FASHION EARRINGS
SaSSsSs

40% ON
TED LEATHER
SORIES
SAVE 24%-25% ON MEN’S,
WOMEN’S, CbHtDREN’S, ■Blii

ANMmO^W MORI
HURgy IN, QUANTITIES ARE lWE&^QT ALL STOSS IN AU STORES.

WOMEN'S
Misses sundresses special purchase, 19.99.
Jackets, special purchase, 11.99
Kenny classic shirt dress for misses,
special purchase 29.99.
Misses' Better silk dresses, special purchase
89.99
Missds' sundresses, special purchase 24.99.
25%-33% Off. Misses famous maker solid color
and stripe knit tops, S-M-L
25%-35% Off. Misses' shorts from Levi's, Sasson,
Gloria Vanderbilt, Gant, Jazzie, and more. 6-16.
25%-4O% Off. Coordinates from Fire Islander,
White Stag, Alfred Dunner, and Russ. 8-18.
Misses' shorts and tops from Aileen,
special purchase 8.99-12.99.
33% Off. Women's coordinates from Fire
Islander. Tops, 38-44; bottoms, 32-40.
Reg. $2O-$38, sale 12.99-24.99.
33% Off. Misses' shorts with elasticized waist
front pockets. Reg. $15, sale 9.99.
33% Off. Misses' short sleeve woven shirts,
assorted colors. Reg. $15, sale 9.99.
Misses' crew neck print T-shirts. 7.99.
Misses' Herald House T-shirts, assorted stripes.
Reg. $16-522, sal© 9.99-15.99.
21% Off. Misses' pull-on pants, zipper front,
elastic waist, 8-18. Reg. $24, sale 18.99.
33% Off. Misses' White Stag T-shirt, shorts, skirts
and clamdiggers. Bottoms, 8-18, tops S-M -L.
Reg. $19-$38, sal© 11.99-24.99.

SHOES
25% Off. Women's Bass "Sharon" thong, reg. $30,
sale 22.50.
25% Off. Women's Bees by Beacon, "Newport"
canvas espadrilles, reg. $22, sale 16.50.
25% Off, all children's athletic shoes.
15% Off, Reebok aerobic shoe, reg. 34.99,
sale 29.99.

ACCESSORIES
40% Off Halston by Rolf. French purse, reg.
$38, sale 22.99. Attache, reg, $40, sale*24.99.
Retrieve-a-clutch, reg. $48, sale 28.99.
40% Off. Letisse assorted leather handbags,
reg. $62, sale 36.99.
50% Off. Pierre Cardin earrings.
30% Off, ail Danecraft earrings.
Special selection of 14K gold pierced earrings,
reg. 18.99-73.99, sale 14.99-58.99.
25% Off. All Hartmann garment bags.
Reg. $15O-$535, sale 109.99-369.99

INTIMATE
APPAREL
50% Off. St. Eve nightshirt. Reg. $20,sale 9.99.
25% Off. Selected Barbizon sleepwear,
39% Off. St. Eve cotton bikinis, reg, 2,75 each,
sale 3 for 4.99.
Komar cotton/polyester shifts, speciai purchase
12.99

JUNIORS
Assorted sundresses, 3-13, special purchase,
19.99.
25% Off. Ali regular price sundresses, reg. $22-$42,
sale 16.50-31.50.
33%-4O% Off. Assorted active shorts, S-M-L.
Reg. $1O-$12, saSe 4.99 7,99,
Santa Cruz tops and mini-skirts, special purchase,
9,99-11.99.
32% Off. V-Yoke sheeting skirt, 3-11. Reg. $28,
saie 18.99.
34% Off*. Sasson sheeting jeans and baggies 3-11.
Reg. $30, sale 19,80.
32% Off. All Palmetto stock, reg, $14~$28.
saIe 8 99-18.99.
29% Off. 1OO% polished cotton rompers, S-M-L,
reg. $28, sale 19.99.

MEN’S
25% Off, all Roberts sunglasses, reg. $12-$2O,
sale $9-$15.
20% Off, all Munsingwear underwear.
33% Off. Haggar polyester Expand® -O-Matic
polyester slacks. Reg. $30. sale 19.99.
Robert Bruce shirts, assorted fancies,
special purchase, 13.99.
27% Off. Arrow Dover dress shirts, reg. $18,
sale 12.99.
25% Off. John Henry button down dress shirts,
reg. $24, sale 17.99.
25% Off, all designer suits and blazers,
reg. $15O-$255.
32% Off. Catalina and Jantzen’s best selling swim
trunks, reg. $19, sale 12.99.
25% Off. Via Europa stripe sportshirts, reg. $20,
sale 14.99.
29% Off. Rebound jogger, reg. $69, sale $49.

CHILDREN’S
25% Off, all Gloria Vanderbilt tops and shorts for
girls, 7-14, pre-teen.
30% Off, all Buster Brown playwear for girls.
Reg. $7, sale 4.90.
30% Off, all Buster Brown summer separates for
toddler girls, 2T-4T. Reg. 4.5O-$12, sale 2.99-7.99.
20% Off. Aprica Concor mini-elite stroiler,
reg, $150, sale 119.99.
25% Off. Burdines Storkcraft stretch terry coveralls
for infants. NB, M,L,XL, reg. $8, sal© 5.99.
Don’t miss the super speciaI Baby Sale now in
progress.
Boys' status-logo tops, 4-7,10.99. Boys' status logo
shorts, 4-7, 6.99. Boys's famous maker shorts, 8-20,
7.99
25% Off, boys' Billy-the-Kid cargo shorts, 4-7,
reg, $9, sale 6.75.
Boys', swimwear, 4-7, special purchase 6.99.
Boys' swimwear, 8-20, special purchase, 7.99.
’ Off ticketed price

CHARGE ITI WE WELCOME BURDINES, MASTERCARD. VISA, AND AMERICAN EXPRESS CARDS. ST. PETERSBURG • CLEARWA TER MALL • TAMPA BA Y CENTER • SARASOTA I OPEN DAIL Y 10 TO 9/ SUNDA Y 12:30 TO 5:30.
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Spiritual Reader
And Advisor
Phone: 822-0040
Attention:
Life is very short for each of us!

• Are you unhappy In LOVE?
• Are you sick In BODY?
• Tired and burdonod In your MIND?

•
•
•
•

•

Worried about MONEY?
What Is LIFE all about?
Want LUCK?
Wish to gain PEACE, LOVE and
PROSPERITY In the homo?
Want to stop NATURE PROBLEMS?

Welcome. Come today.
Readings $ 1.00
Address: 1 SOI-4 th Street S.

New Glasses Contacts Improve Vision
GLAUCOMA—A THIEF IN THE
NIGHT

body. This causes a starvation of
the delicate retinal tissue (film of
the eye) which is then damaged
and causes the impairment and
loss of sight.
To avoid this problem, period*

An increasingly more aware
public
has
learned
in
recent
years to regard high blood pres
sure as the silent killer, striking
without warning, without symp

ic eye examinations are advised;
For a most complete eye exami
nation
and
accurate diagnosis
including an eye fluid pressure
test with an applanation tono
meter or similar instrument to
evaluate the fluid pressure inside
the eye, call 321-6110 and make
an appointment with Dx. Deborah
Flanagan and Associates, Op
tometrists at 4900 First Avenue

toms, causing great damage, phys
ical impairment and even death.
In the same manner, Glaucoma
is a disease of the eye that comes

tine's House of Fashions did a

super job as narrator for the

FICO Hosts
Midnight Cruise

models. FICO president Ab

dul-Karim Ali rated the cruise

very successful.

as a thief in the night without
warning to impair and rob a
person’s eyesight. The damage Is
done before the victim realizes he
or she has a problem.
Dr.
Deborah
C.
Flanagan,
optometrist, describes Glaucoma
as a condition that exists when the
fluid pressure in the eye is higher
than the blood pressure in the

(Photos by

C.

Dr. Deborah C. Flanagan
OPTOMETRIST
3216110

North, St. Petersburg.

W.L. Jones)
ST. PETERSBURG - The

Federation of I nner-City Com
munity Organization (FICO)

hosted a midnight cruise May
7 aboard the Captain Ander

son. The Soul Chargers pro

vided

nonstop

music

and

Myra Butler's Ladies of the

80s models were really hot
They

hopped

all over the

place like a cat on a hot tin
roof. Christine Bell of Chris-

Mather Furniture
May 12th thru 17th

Bedding Sets
Dixie Intersoring
Twin $13995
Fun $169”
Queen $219”
King $29995

Living Room Sets
3 pcs.
Sofa, Love Seat, Chair
3 Different Styles

M

f Saturday
May 14,1983
Bayfront
Center
<Theatre f
>

7.-30PM

/

$399”
$499”
$599*
$699“

Serta
Twin S16995
Full $22995
Queen $279”/

7

Speciai Purchase
4 pcs. Pit Group

/

4 pcs. Bedroom Sets \
Full or Queen H.B.

12 X 15 -$19995
Floor Lamps % Price

$229”
$599”
$29995
$69995
6 pcs. Coleman Bedroom Set
,
Ali Wood
/
\
Reg. $1400
/

China Based Lamps
Assorted Colors
$29” each.
Buy The Matching One For
\
0NLYS1000
/

Dresser, Mirror, Chest

Mnow $900

Reserved Seating
$6.50 <& $5-50

Room Size Rugs \
9X12-$11995
1

AskFOr
Jim Qr BUd

Mather
290 9th St. North

Beauty Pageant

The Big Yellow Building On The Corner

*

